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April 18, 2016 
 
Matthew Entsminger    via email matthew.entsminger@texasattorneygeneral.gov 
Chief, Open Records Litigation 
Attorney General of Texas 
P.O. Box 12548, Capitol Station   
    

Re: Request for unredacted letter brief - Texans Against High Speed Rail v. Ken 
Paxton and TxDOT, D-1-GN-16-00942  

  
Dear Matt,   
 

On June 2, 2015, attorney Derek McDonald of Baker Botts sent the Attorney General a 
letter brief on behalf of Texas Central High-Speed Railway, LLC (“TCR”) claiming that certain 
of TCR’s information provided to TxDOT should be excepted from disclosure as trade secret and 
confidential commercial or financial information. Mr. McDonald then forwarded an almost 
entirely redacted copy of that letter brief to my client through its General Counsel Frank Reilly. 
Due to the redactions, it was impossible for my client to analyze TCR’s legal arguments. And, as 
you are aware, the validity of those legal arguments is critical to this open records dispute. 

 
On February 22, 2016, I sent an open records request to the Attorney General asking that 

your office review the letter brief, make only those redactions necessary to protect any alleged 
trade secret or confidential commercial or financial information of TCR, and then forward me a 
revised redacted copy of the letter brief.  

 
On March 4, 2016, your office sent me a less redacted copy of the letter brief. However, 

the brief was still heavily redacted. As a result, I am still unable to analyze Texas Central’s legal 
arguments in order to effectively represent my client.  

 
As I have already explained to you on multiple phone calls, I do not understand the basis 

for, or the extent of, the redactions. First, based on what I can gleam from the letter brief, TCR 
claims its ridership projections and cost estimates are the information excepted from disclosure. 
Such projections and estimates consist of numbers, and I highly doubt the letter brief contains any 
of those actual numbers TCR seeks to protect. Simply put, while the actual ridership projection 
and cost estimate numbers may be excepted from disclosure, the legal arguments supporting those 
claimed exceptions certainly are not.  



 
 

  

Second, how can it be that entire paragraphs of the letter brief must be redacted? For 
instance, approximately half of pages 4-6 of the brief are entirely redacted. If there is specific 
information that may arguably be worthy of exception from disclosure, then only those few words 
(or numbers) merit redaction, not entire paragraphs or pages.  

 
This letter serves as a formal request for an unredacted copy of the June 6, 2015 letter 

brief. Your office ruled that TxDOT must withhold public information based on legal arguments 
contained in that brief, and yet you have refused to disclose those legal arguments. The Attorney 
General’s withholding of this information is antithetical to the primary purpose of the Public 
Information Act, which is to provide public access “at all times to complete information about the 
affairs of government and the official acts of public officials and employees.” This purpose is 
especially important here, where Texas Central’s proposed high-speed rail project will impact 
thousands of Texas citizens and private property owners. 
 
 

Sincerely,  
 

/s/ Patrick McShan 
  
      Attorney for Texans Against High Speed Rail 
 
 
 
 
 
Cc: Thornton Wood, via email thornton.wood@texasattorneygeneral.gov 
 

Attorney for Texas Department of Transportation  
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